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Our Next Evolution
Transforming the future
of wood scanning.

With a strengthened foundation and a steadfast passion,
MiCROTEC brings excellent service and world-leading scanning
solutions to the wood processing industry. Our locations in Corvallis,
OR, and Vancouver, BC, serve the United States, Canada, Australia
and New Zealand.
Our customers rely on us to deliver innovation with integrity.
Groundbreaking scanning technology enables a better and more
sustainable use of wood, and our dedicated team brings the technical
expertise you need to manage your mill with a competitive edge.
With MiCROTEC, an expanded product portfolio and global network of
support mean you can confidently take the next leap with your business.
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CT Log

Computed Tomography for the
sawmill of the future.
The dream of knowing what’s inside a log before sawing has come true. Now, you can sort logs
according to quality, optimize bucking and find the cutting solution that yields the highest value.
CT Log Computed Tomography scans and digitally reconstructs the internal features of a log
in 3D, continuously assessing the optimum cutting solution in real time. For the first time, the
size and position of internal wood defects can be accurately described from all angles. Using
these internal defects, the CT Log evaluates appearance, quality and strength properties,
assessing their impact on the final products before the physical breakdown of the log. Sawing
and bucking solutions are continuously optimized for the highest quality and resale value, so
production can be managed according to real-time production priorities.
Large Cone-Beam Computed Tomography is the most innovative technology for the log yard
developed by our industry-leading engineers. This approach uses a large X-ray sensor rotating
360 degrees around a log and an innovative mathematical reconstruction algorithm to perform
high speed, high-resolution X-ray CT-scanning.

Advantages

Features
Conveyor speed

up to 590 ft/min (180 m/min)

Field of view

up to 32 in (800 mm)

Log length

up to 82 ft (25 m)

Full 3D log description

�

Quality grading

�

Virtual grading

�

Strength grading (optional)

�

x 100% optimum cutting
solution based on the highest
value of final products
x Increased value in every sawn
log compared to any other
breakdown solution
x Maximization of lumber
quality to significantly
increase revenue and
resale value

Product Applications
Logyard and Sawmill
x Log sorting
x Log bucking
x Log breakdown
x Log fingerprint

Scans and digitally reconstructs the
internal features of a log in full digital
3D, continuously assessing the
optimum cutting solution in real time
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Breakdown, bucking and sorting
The CT Log Computed Tomography data is the basis for our powerful breakdown optimization
software programs: Maxicut determines the best cutting pattern with the highest outcome
based on the quality and resale value of the final products; Interopt Bucking Optimization
determines crosscutting based on the highest value cutting pattern solutions in various areas
within the log; and Winlog Sorting Optimization enables log sorting and control of the log
merchandising and sorting yard.
CT Log Computed Tomography precisely detects:
x Pith

x Blue stain

x Compression wood

x Sound knots

x Metals

x Bark enclosures

x Dead knots

x Stones

x Under bark shape

x Splits

x Ceramics

x Wood species recognition

x Resin pockets

x Heartwood

x Insect holes

x Heavy rot

x Green density

x Slope of grain

x Annual rings spacing

Digital fingerprint
With our integrated MiCROTEC solutions CT Log, Logeye 302 Fingerprint and Goldeneye
900, every log and board can be identified by its ‘digital fingerprint,’ guaranteeing complete
traceability from log to board.
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Logeye 300

Lineal Multi-Sensor Shape and Quality
Scanner for optimized log sorting,
grading, bucking and breakdown
(cutting optimization) in the log
merchandising yard or saw infeed.
The Logeye 300 Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner utilizes laser, color and X-ray channels to
provide a wealth of accurate data for log sorting based on overbark and underbark diameter,
length, curvature and taper, as well as internal quality features. The scanner can be paired
with a multitude of MiCROTEC software applications for sorting, bucking or breakdown of
logs. MiCROTEC’s powerful breakdown optimization software, Maxicut, exploits the true
log shape to determine the cutting pattern with the highest volume yield. Interopt Bucking
Optimization determines merchandising solutions based on the highest-value cutting pattern
solutions in various areas within the a stem. Winlog Sorting Optimization enables log sorting
and control of the log merchandising and sorting yard.

Features

301D

301DC

302

306

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

X-ray (up to 2 measuring levels)

�

�

Improved strength grading
(laser interferometer)

�

�

Dimension (3D laser triangulation)
Color (360 Multi-Sensor camera)

Resolution

< 0.04 in (1 mm)

Image acquisition rate

up to 1000 frames per second

Conveyor speed

up to 1000 ft/min (300 m/min)

Advantages
x Measuring and grading logs
for subsequent breakdown,
bucking and sorting
x Provides the true 360° shape
of the log
x Provides an accurate
panoramic photo of the log
ends and sides
x Accurately determines log
density and volume over
and under bark
x Measures knottiness and
other log internal features
x Increases throughput,
productivity and resale
of final products

Rock-solid hardware, precision optoelectronics
and innovative technology give you the power to
increase efficiency, maximize productivity and optimize
your production-mix based on your priorities and
value parameters.
Combine this scanner with the TrueSpin to monitor the
log movements after the scanner and before the saws to
compensate movements for more efficient cuts. With the
system’s ability to compensate for log movement, conveyor
length for log settling is not required. The Logeye 301 can
even be installed in very tight applications where space is
at a premium.

Product Applications
Logyard and Sawmill
x Log sorting
x Log bucking
x Log breakdown
x Log fingerprint
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Logeye 600

Multi-Sensor Quality Scanning for
four-sided quality evaluation of cants.
The Logeye 600 Scanner series is designed to analyze cants in the sawmilling production
process, and integrates into profiler lines, gangs and re-saws for high-value lumber
production. Quality inspection of the four-sided cant is achieved by combining different
sensor techniques, such as color and laser channels, with Artificial Intelligence to accurately
localize and detect defects. Each face can be graded using traditional grading rules, or with
NHLA/Shop grading logic, automatically selecting the face with the highest yield for the next
cut. This is an autonomous system for superior grading and high-volume production.
The system is also able to analyze the front ends of the cant, placing detected defects
in an x-y matrix and calculating the distance to the surface for each of the active defects.
This helps to take things like heart color and pith into consideration in the optimization result
to achieve a balance of optimum board width and maximum quality. This calculation can also
be used for species that contain heartwood to cut as many two-faced, non-discolored boards
as possible.

Multi-sensor quality scanning of a four-sided cant within a sawline
Technology

camera & laser

Measurement field

up to 19.7 in x 19.7 in (500 mm x 500 mm)

Measurement speed

up to 1000 ft/min (300 m/min)

Different sensor techniques combined
with artificial intelligence accurately
localize and detect defects

Product Applications
Sawmill
x Resaw systems
x Profiler lines
x Gang saws
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Logeye 900 Stereo
Stereoscopic True Shape Scanner
for the headrig.

A true revolution in carriage scanning, the Logeye 900’s stereoscopic imaging system provides
a full 360-degree scan of a log as it’s rolling into the Carriage, Headrig or End dogger. Since the
scanning takes place as it’s transferred into position, the log is already fully optimized and ready
for sawing the instant it’s dogged. This leads to higher throughput speeds and vastly improved
recovery, as the entire surface of the log is imaged without shadows or occlusions. The scanner
is also able to detect the current rotation of the log at any point in the process, allowing full
rotation optimization and turn correction, a feature that was only previously possible on lineal
log scanning lines.
Combined with Maxicut, sawing optimization is fully integrated in the scanning system,
providing unparalleled pattern optimization. When paired with MiCROTEC’s unique Optiline
system, the optimized pattern is overlaid on the live video of the log as it’s being sawn
to assist the sawyer in breakdown decisions and provide complete transparency of the
optimized solution.

Features

Product Applications

Technology

stereoscopic technology

Log length

modular, up to 9 m in length

Log diameter

up to 800 mm

When paired with Optiline, the
optimized pattern is overlaid on the live
video of the log as it’s being sawn

Sawmill
x Headrig carriages
x End doggers
x Short coupled infeeds
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TrueSpin

Scanner for log rotation monitoring.
Truespin is a real-time monitoring system for measuring the rotation of logs. It detects and
tracks the external texture of the log acquired with digital cameras, without the aid
of additional marks.

Log rotation monitoring during log clamping and turning
This system measures the rotation of the log during the
clamping process and log turning in the front of the saw,
providing reliable data about the actual log movements.

Product Applications
Sawmill
x Log rotation control
x Log rotation correction
x Log movement compensation

Log rotation and shift monitoring on conveyors
TrueSpin tracks the rotation and the shift of the log in
areas where the conveyor transitions cause unintended
movements. Installing several modules allows you to cover
larger areas of the line.
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Software Solutions
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Maxicut

Cutting pattern optimization for
logs based on final product quality
and value.
MiCROTEC’s Maxicut is the new standard of breakdown optimization, and allows you to
maximize the value of your final product. Taking into account geometry, quality and resale
value of final products, as well as customer-specific product quality requirements, it evaluates
the optimum cutting pattern for each individual log. The software simulates and calculates
the best possible yield and lumber recovery that can be obtained by combining different final
products. With Maxicut’s precison cutting pattern optimization, you can significantly increase
the yield of your sawmill.
Maxicut integrates seamlessly with other MiCROTEC applications, such as Interopt Bucking
Optimization and Winlog Sorting Optimization. It relies on measuring data delivered by Logeye
Multi-Sensor Quality Scanner or CT Log Computed Tomography Scanner.

Advantages
x Cutting pattern optimization
based on final product quality
and value
x Saw infeed control; integrates
with all breakdown machinery
such as profiling lines or
band saws
x Considers cutting pattern
solutions in various areas
within the log
x Masters all breakdown
techniques, including single
or multi-cant patterns, live
sawing, and straight or
curve sawing
x Intuitive, user-friendly interface
x Prioritizes production based
on customer-specific orders
or lumber dimension and
quality parameters

The software simulates and calculates
the best possible yield and lumber
recovery that can be obtained by
combining different final products
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Optiline

Cutting line visualization software for
your band saw.
Optiline virtually projects an optimized cutting pattern onto live video images of the head and
tail end of logs. This allows the cutting pattern to be inspected and, if necessary, manually
modified on each log. Furthermore, the software allows for the correct rotation and alignment
of logs in front of the band saw. It takes into account all measurement parameters, from
contours to irregularities and flaws.
Together with Maxicut, Optiline controls saws, clamping blocks and subsequent processing
stages. Based on existing orders and customer-specific final product requirements, it
simulates production yield during the work preparation process. Optiline performs best in
combination with exact 3D log data from the Logeye 300, 900, or CT Log scanners.

Advantages
x Finds the optimum cutting
pattern for yield maximization
x Digital cutting pattern
visualization on the real
log image
x Enables cutting pattern
inspection and manual cutting
pattern modification
x Allows a correct rotation
and alignment of logs
x Takes into account
irregularities and flaws
x Controls saws, clamping
blocks and further
processing machinery
x Simulates production yield
during the work preparation
x Optiline Fingerprint reliably
recognizes the position of
previously scanned logs on
the band saw

Optiline finds the optimum cutting
pattern for yield maximization, and
also allows for the correct rotation
and alignment of logs in front of
the band saw
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Winlog

Optimized log sorting and control
of the log and merchandising yard.
Winlog Sorting Optimization is an all-encompassing control suite that gathers measuring data
over the entire production cycle and analyzes efficiency, productivity and recovery based
on real-time production data. The software automatically sorts logs according to geometry,
quality, species or other customer-specific criteria. All measured data is saved in a database
and selection criteria can be referenced at any time. This software relies on measurement data
from Logeye, Ired, Iras or CT Log, and integrates seamlessly with existing software.
Winlog precisely identifies margins for improving recovery, leading to informed decisionmaking and optimal use of your log and merchandising yard. With upgraded GPS
capabilities, manage and optimize the routes of the trucks while also improving the bin
filling level monitoring.

Advantages
x Provides all necessary
information for the log
sorting line
x Gathers all log information
and creates reports by date,
supplier, log qualities, etc.
x Automates and streamlines
production processes and
log procurement
x Creates a database of
log information
x Exchanges information
through open protocols
and interfaces
x GPS optimized
equipment routing

Winlog automatically sorts logs
according to geometry, quality, species
or other customer-specific criteria and
creates a database of log information
that can be referenced at any time
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Interopt

Bucking optimization for logs by
dimension, quality or highest-value
cutting pattern.
Interopt Bucking Optimization software calculates the optimum merchandising solution
according to dimension, curvature, taper and quality information while optimizing bucking
according to real-time priorities.
Bucking solutions are optimized in various areas within a log according to the overall resale
value of the recovered lumber. Interopt communicates with Winlog, which controls the saw
and sorting line.

Advantages
x Optimizes bucking based
on the external shape and
internal log quality
information measured
by CT Log and Logeye
x Real-time data processing
and bucking optimization
x Enables individual customer
quality requirements for
log bucking
x Fine-tuned to your plantspecific configuration
x Integrates seamlessly with
all MiCROTEC measuring
systems and solutions

Interopt provides real-time data
processing and bucking optimization,
and integrates seamlessly with all
MiCROTEC measuring systems
and solutions
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We provide
support wherever
and whenever
you need it.
Our team is dedicated to installing and fine-tuning new
installations, while providing expert advice and training
to your operators. MiCROTEC demands the best from
our team and offers on-going and in-field training. We are
committed to continuously improving and enhancing our
customer service around the globe.
Our customer support includes:
x

Highly skilled technicians, specialized in all MiCROTEC scanners
and applications

x

Direct contact to your MiCROTEC expert

x

A Grading Support team, trained experts in our software and
lumber grading ready to assist with grading rules and specific
grading-related topics

x

An average response time of less than one minute

x

2,500 active remote connections available, with an average
connection established within 15 minutes

x

Always available, 24/7, worldwide

Contact us
541-753-5111
support@microtec.us
microtec.us/support

World leading
wood scanning
solutions
MiCROTEC Corvallis
541-753-5111
155 SW Madison Ave.
Corvallis, OR 97333 USA
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